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Our Kindred Spirits Collection  is overflowing with springtime joy.  
We have colorful tablecloths, set al fresco, collectible memory-making mommy & me aprons  

and 1940’s cotton porch dresses to turn your every day into a WOW day! Unusual runners and cushions  
to freshen up your home and make that old wicker chair happy. We have new watercolor tea towels  

and fabulous footwear to dance into spring. Let us know what you enjoy most.

—April xx

your home

art in your home • treat yourself at the end of the day •  decorating   with love • magical girlhood • a joyful kitchen • naturally beautiful
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SHOWN ON COVER Lilac Linen Dress (p. 34)  
SHOWN ON PREVIOUS PAGE Top Row, Left to Right: 
Build Your Nest Tea Towel & Zinnia Runner (see online), 
Camellia Nighty (p. 67),  Ming Cushion Cover (p. 12), Dixie 
Emb Cushion (p. 63), Daydream Honeycomb Tablecloth  
(see online), Siesta Cushion & Greta’s Garden Crochet 
Cushion Cover (p. 67), Greta Porch Dress (p. 10), & Greta’s 
Garden Tablecloth (p 6). Bottom Row, Left to Right: Blanca 
Blouse (see online), Polka Dottie Pant (p 59), Siesta Runner 
(p. 17), Georgia Cousin Dress (p. 4), Tapestry Legging 
(p. 27), L’Artiste Shoes (p. 6, 11, 13, 30, 43, 45), Daydream 
Honeycomb Collar Apron (p. 13), Fruit Basket Farmhouse 
Apron & Waterlily Honeycomb Apron (see online), Hailey 
Girls Dress, Chloe Girls Dress & Sweetie Girls Legging 
(p. 58), Marseille Dot Dress (p. 18) & Anna Long Cover Up 
(p. 31).

A. BERRY BUTTON DRESS  Famously vintage 40’s 
inspired style envisioned with a cute cap sleeve and 
oversized mother of pearl buttons. Cotton. Navy.  XS–XXL $78

B. PAISLEY PORCH DRESS  A stunning color way for  
the season! Slight shaping in the bodice and self fabric ties 
create the perfect lines and ensure a remarkably flattering 
silhouette. Cotton. Red. XS–XXL $78 W1–W2 $88

C. BOATER HAT  2” Brimmed Boater Style. Paper braid 
with black grosgrain ribbon accent. By Jeanne Simmons. 
Imported. OS $29

D. GEORGIA COUSIN DRESS  Super soft cotton gingham 
combines with a signature print in a darling shape.  
Gathered at the waist for a free flowing silhouette. Cotton. 
Multi. XS–XXL $108 (shown with Annalouise Turban $29)

E. DOTTIE DRESS Polka dot goodness for a season of 
smiles! A vintage inspired shape with a custom ‘layered 
bodice’ design. Beautiful on the body, accented with 
shaped pleats and button on ties. Cotton. Red.  
XS–XXL $108 (shown with Fab Shoe  p. 11)

F. STRAWBERRY PORCH DRESS Delicious designs make 
my mouth water! A flattering, feminine shape with patch 
pockets and button on fabric ties to ensure the perfect fit. 
Yum! Mommy & Me style available. Cotton. Navy.  
XS–XXL $88 W1–W2 $98

G. FRUIT BASKET PORCH DRESS Guaranteed to 
engender smiles from passerbys and make your heart full! 
I’m smitten by vibrant color, and I think it’s wonderfully 
expressed in our classic summer sundress. Mommy & Me 
style available. Cotton. Red Check. XS–XXL $98  
W1–W2 $108 (shown with Boater Hat p. 4)

H. FRUIT BASKET TABLECLOTH Swing your way into 
spring by setting a fabulous forties inspired table! A 
delicious assortment of plums, peaches, grapes and pears. 
Cotton. Ecru. 36x36” $28 54x54”$39 56x92” $69

kindred spirits
“we see that beauty in the common place, common action, common grace”
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1940’s porch dresses
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A. GRETA’S GARDEN TABLECLOTH The Greta’s Garden is a 
statement of who we are; classic, colorful, joyous... beautiful. It 
comes from the heart, there’s just no other way. Cotton. Ecru. 
36x36” $26 54x54” $39  60x90” $59 60x108” $89 88” round $89 
(shown with Greta’s Garden Crochet Napkin set of 4 $29)

B. LACEY SHORT SLEEVE TSHIRT Lightly laundered,  
slub-shot cotton jersey artfully styled with that extra special 
April touch–exquisite lace trimmed sleeves! Cotton. White. 
XS–XXL $38 

C. MING DRESS A romance infused pinafore offering an 
enticing Eastern inspired motif. Classic style elements include 
self fabric ties, light gathers and a fully lined body. Rayon. Coral. 
XS–XXL $88 W1–W2 $98 (shown with Flourish Shoe) 

D. FLOURISH SHOE French inspired design, hand painted 
leather filigree caged sandal featuring an embossed contrast 
leather center strap. Antiqued gold metal hardware, stacked 
conical heel. Velcro closure. Padded insole. By L’Artiste. 
Imported. Size 37–41  $99.99 

E. SWEET FLOWER SUNDRESS A gorgeous summer ‘sunny’ 
in our free flowing, summer crepe. A stunning allover April 
pattern composed of rich purples and plums within a vine of 
meandering moss. Rayon. Purple. XS–XXL $98 

F. SOPHIA’S EMBROIDERED TOPPER CLOTH Top your table 
with old-fashioned elegance! Embroidered border and artfully 
embellished flounce. Nylon/Cotton. Ecru 54x54” $98 (shown 
with Ming Cushion Cover $22)

G. JAMAVAR TABLECLOTH Beloved paisley patterns engage  
the mind and stimulate the spirit through their wondrous 
shapes and colors. A stunning seasonal interpretation. 
Available in Green (shown), Soft Blue & Red. Cotton. Green. 
36x36” $26 54x54” $39 60x90” $59 88” round in Soft Blue only 
$89 (shown with Jamavar Napkin in Green set of 4 $29)

glorious gardens
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bringing the beauty of nature  
into your life.

W
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A. EMMA PORCH DRESS A fabulous 1950’s inspired 
style showcasing a lovely April floral dipped in sweet 
spring green. Cotton. XS–XXL $98 W1–W2 $108

B. VIVI PORCH DRESS Nothing compares to our 
vintage inspired dresses. Rows of pleats on the bodice 
define a slightly raised waist whilst the folded V-neck 
design draws a flattering line. Mommy & Me style 
available. Cotton. Blue. XS–XXL $88 W1–W2 $98 
(shown with Fab Shoe p. 11) 

C. PICNIC PATCHWORK BAG COLLECTION Travel 
in style with our fabulous bags! Cotton. Multi. Listed 
in clockwise order: Picnic Patchwork Duffle Bag  
$79, Picnic Patchwork Small Cosmetic Bag  $19, 
Picnic Patchwork Large Cosmetic Bag  $25 & Picnic 
Patchwork Round Cosmetic Bag  $19 

D. GARDEN PATCHWORK BAG COLLECTION 
Perfect for weekend trips, these item are beautifully 
quilted and embellished with our trademark 
embroidery. Cotton. Multi. Listed in clockwise 
order: Garden Patchwork Duffle Bag  $79, Garden 
Patchwork Large Cosmetic Bag  $25, Garden 
Patchwork Small Cosmetic Bag  $19 & Garden 
Patchwork Round Cosmetic Bag  $19

E. PORCELAIN PORCH DRESS A fabulous new print 
featuring retro cutout flowers against a background  
of hand drawn dots. An adorable shape highlighted  
by elegant lines, pretty pleats and practical pockets!  
Cotton. Blue/Ecru. XS-XXL $98 (shown with Fab 
Shoe p. 11)

style notes
full button front, button 

on belt, gracefully shaped 
bodice, tiny piping 

trimming neck, plethora  
of pretty pleats give  

the skirt life!

1940s porch dresses
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keep those lotions & potions pretty –
our bags make a great gift!

“Though we travel the world over to find the 
beautiful, we must carry it with us, or we find it not.”

–Ralph Waldo Emerson

’
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A. GRETA PORCH DRESS A stunning array of blooms 
on a beautiful blue ground. Light gathers below the waist 
enhance a flowing silhouette. Self fabric ties ensure the 
perfect fit. Cotton. Blue. XS–XXL $88 (shown with Picnic 
Patchwork Runner $59, Vivian Cushion Cover $19  
& Rose Nouveau Linen Cushion $59) 

B. AVIGNON DRESS Crisp cool cotton in a provincial 
inspired design–the perfect summer dress for stealing the 
thunder from the 4th of July! Cotton. Ecru. XS–XXL $118

C.  JADE DOT PORCH DRESS A sleeveless dress with 
practical pockets takes you from farmers market mornings 
to sweet tea afternoons! A signature summer print 
trimmed with crochet accents and petite pleats. Cotton. 
GreenDot. XS–XXL $88

D. CATHERINE HAT Brimmed Fedora style. Two-tone 
paper braid tweed with natural color grosgrain ribbon. 
Polyester. By Jeanne Simmons. Imported. OS  $29

E. FAB SHOES French inspired design, flower embossed 
and laser-cut sandal bootie on a chunky stacked heel. 
Velcro closure. Padded insole. By L’Artiste. Imported.  
Size 37-41 $119.99 

style notes
sweet cotton style, pleated 

bodice, crochet trimmed 
collar, button on belt

E

A

B

C

express your joy
 

spring silhouettes  
in stunning signature patterns

D
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A. WATER LILY HONEYCOMB TABLECLOTH This 
signature, limited production design features no less than 
eight separate color screens and boasts a depth of color and 
detail seldom seen in today’s marketplace. Cotton. Yellow. 
36x36” $28 54x54” $59 (shown with Water Lily Tea Towel set 
of 2 $19.50)

B. MING TABLECLOTH Our signature designs would be 
impossible to create without our visionary team of female 
designers and phenomenal technical artists. Thank you for 
supporting this craft and for keeping a worthwhile tradition 
alive. Cotton. Coral. 36x36” $28 54x54” $39 56x92” $69 
88”round  $98 (shown with Ming Cushion Cover $22  
& Ming Napkin set of 4 $29)

C. SIESTA WORK APRON The perfect complement to a joy 
filled kitchen. Patch pockets for holding all the necessary 
kitchen goodies! Cotton. Multi. OS $44 (shown with Water 
Lily Tea Towel in yellow set of 2 $19.50 & Daydream Tiny 
Towel in Fuchsia set of 4 $19)

D. DAYDREAM HONEYCOMB TABLECLOTH Inimitable 
artistry elevated by joyful color transforms the everyday in a 
special way. Invite your home to be the sanctuary of your own 
design. Cotton. Available in Blue (shown) & Fuchsia.  
36x36” $28 54x54” $59  

E. RIVER DRESS A classic April reimagined in delightfully 
soft cotton splashed with waves of scintillating lurex thread. 
Cotton. Blue. XS–XXL $88 (shown with Aura Shoe & Vivian 
Cushion Cover in Ecru $19)

F. AURA SHOE French inspired design, hand painted leather 
wedge sandal featuring dusted metallic leather flowers. 
Padded insole. By L’Artiste. Imported. Size 37-41  $89.99  

G. DAYDREAM HONEYCOMB COLLAR APRON A dress 
up apron to make every day tasks beautiful. Ties at the back, 
neck and waist. Cotton. Fuchsia. OS $59

H. WATER LILY CHEF APRON Our old fashioned aprons 
are the perfect complement to a joy filled kitchen. Made 
in durable cotton, they are a lovely gift for the aspiring and 
accomplished homemaker alike! Cotton. Turquoise. OS $29 

a love of hand crochet

G
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B

C

style notes
touch of lurex stripe, 
cotton crochet, lace 

neckline, sleeve edge

the “work apron ”   

the “dress up apron”   

the canvas “chef apron”

honeycomb

F

only $29!

honeycomb
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saucy summer shirt dresses

honeycomb bags only $26!

tote only $27!

refreshingly simple and feminine 
A. BIANCA DRESS Sublime sundress defined by natural 
fibers and a signature style crafted from a woven cotton 
jacquard with a subtle paisley design. Cotton. White.  
XS–XXL $98 (shown with Greta’s Garden Market Bag)

B. CANVAS MARKET BAGS Practical and sweet, these 
simple market bags are enveloped by one of April’s favorite 
signature patterns. Durable cotton canvas styled with 
an inside pocket (of course!). Cotton Canvas. Listed in 
clockwise order:  Greta’s Garden Market Bag  $27, Waterlily 
Market Bag  $27 & Vivian Market Bag  $27

C. HONEYCOMB MARKET BAGS Practical and sweet,  
these simple market bags are enveloped by one of April’s 
favorite signature patterns. Durable cotton honeycomb 
weave styled with an inside pocket (of course!). Cotton.  
Listed in clockwise order:  Daydream Honeycomb Market 
Bag in Blue  $26, Daydream Honeycomb Market Bag 
in Fuchsia  $26 & Waterlily Honeycomb Market Bag in 
Yellow  $26 

D. CHELSEA HOODIE We’re reimagining the hoodie 
sweatshirt and transforming it into something girly and 
gorgeous! Lace pass through ties and a cotton jersey body 
that looks as great as it feels. Cotton. Ecru. XS–XXL  $88

E. BASKET ROSE DRESS Our easy cotton dresses are 
perfect for hanging out with family and friends while 
enjoying life’s simple pleasures. A signature style that’s 
super saturated with the vibrant color we love. Mommy  
& Me style available. Cotton. Green. XS–XXL $78

F. POMEGRANATE FLOWER DRESS Artfully defined by 
natural fibers and gorgeous color. Stitch embellishment  
on the double collar and pocket flaps, polished coconut 
shell buttons. Cotton. Red. XS–XXL $78 (shown with 
Flourish Shoe p. 6)
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A. HANNAH DRESS Gentle florals in fabulous shades 
of green trimmed with pretty polka dots. A masterwork 
of pattern and trim construction in an alluring feminine 
form. Oh my! Cotton. Mix Match. XS–XXL  $118

B. DOTTIE DRESS Polka dot goodness for a season of 
smiles! A vintage inspired shape with a custom ‘layered 
bodice’ design. Beautiful on the body, accented with 
shaped pleats and button on ties. Cotton. Red. XS–XXL 
$108 (shown with Fab Shoe p. 11)

C. FRENCH BETTY DRESS Hotsy-Totsy! Design 
elements include a notched shirt collar, novelty buttons 
and a nifty fabric belt for the perfect fit. Cotton.  
Blue/White. XS–XXL $108 W1–W2 $118 (shown with 
Fab Shoe p. 11)

D. FIESTA STRIPE SHIRT DRESS A one of a kind of shirt 
dress that’s destined to draw spontaneous smiles and 
forthright compliments! Powerful summer palette in an 
easy and flattering shape. Cotton. Multi. XS-XXL  $98 
(shown with Siesta Runner $39)

style notes
1940’s vintage style, 

attached bolero, full front 
button, shell buttons, 

pockets, button on beltturn your weekday
               into a WOW day!

W
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C
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A. DAYDREAM DRESS What a day! The Daydream 
in bright pink flourishes with the joy of color and 
celebrates how glorious it is to be a woman! A 
throwback design with a vivaciously vintage spirit. 
Mommy & Me style available. Cotton. Bright Pink. 
XS–XXL  $118

B. HADLEY DRESS Monochromatic reverse print 
on petal pink ground, artfully highlighted by hand 
drawn florets for emphasis. A timeless style with a  
cross-over neckline and gathered pleats at the 
shoulders and center back. Mommy & Me style 
available. Cotton. Pink. XS–XXL  $118

C. MARSEILLE DOT DRESS Old fashioned romance 
revels in timeless design. Polka dot smiles on our 
classic rayon enhanced by exquisite lace insets.  
Rayon Crepe. Blue. XS–XXL  $138  W1–W2  $148

D. FIESTA STRIPE DRESS  The simple pleasure of 
stripes has the power to make me so happy! I adore 
this 40’s era design with a notched collar and fabric 
covered buttons. Great silhouette. Cotton. Multi. 
XS–XXL  $118

B

D

style notes

style notes

flowing rayon crepe, lace collar, 
crochet insets, full skirt

bright wide stripes & pockets 
to lighten up any occasion! 

a cute tie in the front makes 
this dress with a retro swing 
silhouette a spring charmer

W

“Clouds come floating into my life,  
no longer to carry rain or usher storm, 

but to add color to my sunset sky.” 
–Rabindranath Tagore

retro swing skirt
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A. ROMANCE CAMISOLE Designed and determined to steal 
your heart. A hand-crafted bodice made of the softest cotton and 
accented by layers of embroidered lace on the hem. The criss-
cross lace tie is icing on the cake! Cotton. White. XS–XXL $69

B. CARMINE CAMISOLE An adorable blouse to top off your 
outfit! I’m in love with block print inspired patterns that have a 
well worn, vintage quality. Cotton. Red. XS–XXL $58

C. POET CAMISOLE Lyrical by nature with a feminine 
peekaboo lace construction set atop a simple, beautiful shape. 
Cotton. Ecru. XS–XXL $69

D. DELICATE CAMISOLE Adorable worn as a sweet separate 
when not peeking out from under a dress. Trimmed with lovely 
inset lace and detailed on the bodice with tiny pintucks. Cotton. 
Available in White, Blue & Black. XS–XXL $58

E. MAE BLOUSE Go to gorgeous for a classic look that can’t be 
beat. Crisp, cool cotton showcasing an elegantly stylized collar.  
Cotton/Rayon. Ecru. XS–XXL $58

F. GOLD STAR CAMISOLE Shimmering celestial pattern on a 
soft pink ground. Magnificently highlighted by an embroidered 
metallic design. Cotton. Soft Pink. XS–XXL $64

G. ATHENA CAMISOLE  Classic design fit for, well, a Grecian 
goddess! Elegant linen adorned with gold top stitching, alluringly 
styled bodice framed by a split neckline and columns of pretty 
pleats. Linen. White. XS–XXL $78

H. SCRUMPTIOUS CAMISOLE Relishing the romantic details 
you just can’t find. Crochet trim, tone on tone embroidery and 
exquisite lace insets. Heavenly. Rayon. Ecru. XS–XXL $68

I. CHESTNUT CHECK SKIRT Delicate Victorian details abound 
in this contemporary style crafted from a warm chestnut check.  
Cotton. Brown. XS–XXL $68

J. CHESTNUT CHECK CAMISOLE The perfect year round 
underpinning in an uncommon coloration. Silky smooth cotton 
subtly styled with ten tiny tuxedo pleats and a flexible full button 
back. Cotton. Brown. XS–XXL $48

FE

H
I

G

D

A B C all about camisoles
your necessary underpinnings for pretty days!

style notes
cheerful brown gingham, 

draw-string waist, side 
button closure, layered 

hem, rows of pintucks at 
the bottom

J

D D
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style notes
a beautiful french stripe 

cotton gauze, classic 
favorite for years to come!

A. FRENCH STRIPE DRESS A fabulous textured stripe 
captures elegance and ease in a timeless material you will 
simply love on your skin. Cotton. Blue/Ecru. XS–XXL $108

B. FRENCH STRIPE TUNIC Oohh la la! Supple yarn dyed 
cotton in a très chic melange of classic blue and white. 
Shaped pockets with light gathers for all your necessities! 
Cotton. Blue/Ecru. XS–XXL $98 (shown with Tapestry 
Legging p. 26)

C. FRENCH FEDORA Brimmed Fedora style. Paper 
braid tweed with white band accent. Polyester. By Jeanne 
Simmons. Imported. OS $29

D. CLOUD BLOUSE These tones of perfect blue reveal 
a fleeting beauty we long to express. Gentle rayon drape 
embodies a design set with timeless April details. 
Gorgeous. Rayon. Sky. XS–XXL $58 

E. FRENCH STRIPE PANTS Artful designs honoring 
traditional small batch craftsmanship from a woman 
run, woman owned company. This cotton stripe offers a 
stunning style whose airy nature entices you to embrace 
the season. Cotton. Blue/Ecru. XS–XXL $78

F. JAMAVAR TABLECLOTH Beloved paisley patterns 
engage the mind and stimulate the spirit through their 
wondrous shapes and colors. A stunning seasonal 
interpretation. Cotton. Available in Soft Blue (shown), Red 
& Green. 36x36” $26 54x54” $39 60x90” $59  
88” round in Soft Blue only $89

G. ROSE NOUVEAU LINEN TABLECLOTH Indulge your 
home with the richness of linen rendered in soothing blue 
tones. A tour de force design showcasing subtlety and skill 
of an unparalleled nature. Linen. Soft Blue. 54x54” $98 
60x90 $149 (shown with Rose Nouveau Linen Napkin in 
Soft Blue set of 4 $49)

A

B

style notes
hand screenprinted 

with mitered corners

luxurious linen & exquisite lace

A C
D

F

G

C

E
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A. TAPESTRY BELL BOTTOM LEGGING Our classic 
leggings with a fresh twist! Super comfy cotton jersey 
showcasing a fabulous floral embroidery. Pair with our 
timeless tunics or vintage inspired blouses. Groovy!  
Cotton/Spandex. Available in Black & Red. XS–XXL $78

B. TAPESTRY CROPPED LEGGING A summer ready 
version of our embroidered leggings! Perfect for pairing with 
long tunics, camis and tees–as well as a wonderful option for 
layering under dresses. Cotton/Spandex. Available in White 
& Black. XS–XXL $54

C. SWEET FLOWER TUNIC Lovely free flowing silhouette 
styled with practical pockets and pretty pleats at the center 
back. Rayon. Purple. XS–XXL $78 (shown with Tapestry 
Legging in Rasberry p. 26)

D. GOLDEN VINE TUNIC  Extra special touches are what 
we’re all about! A flattering tunic highlighted by multi toned 
trims, mini metallic buttons and stunning embroidered cuffs. 
Cotton/Rayon. Gold. XS–XXL $88 W1–W2 $98 (shown with 
Tapestry Legging in Rasberry p. 26)

E. RED PAISLEY TUNIC A hand blocked pattern composed 
of natural dyes in an alluring form embellished by gorgeous 
embroidery. Cotton. Red. XS–XXL $78

F. MARISOL BLOUSE Silky self stripe cotton, exquisitely 
embroidered neckline. Free flowing silhouette. Cotton. Ecru. 
XS–XXL $88 W1–W2 $98 

G. ROSALIE TUNIC Sumptuous blooms of purple, plum and 
amethyst are mesmerizing as absorbed by the depth of this 
teal treated ground. Pair with leggings for a stunning outfit. 
Cotton/Rayon. Teal. XS–XXL $98 W1–W2 $108 

B

A

A

B

style notes
embroidered cotton 

leggings, perfect to layer 
under flowy tunics! 

C

D E

F

G

new capri length

fall in love with our leggings
                           tapestry, bell bottom & capri!

A
W

W

W
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style notes
gold zardozi embroidery on 

collar, tiny gold buttons,  
cotton diamond dobby 

fabric, slide slits

A

WB WB WB WB WB WB

WB
WB

D
C

A. MAGNOLIA TUNIC A dreamy vision from the 
artist’s brush leaves traces beyond the canvas. This 
painterly design draws the eye and uplifts the soul.  
If it’s you, you know it. Cotton. Multi. XS–XXL $68

B. TAPESTRY LEGGING A ‘must have’ for pairing 
with everything from long tunics to cute camis and 
easy tees! Embellished on the lower leg with a classic 
April embroidery. Cotton/Spandex. Available in 
Rasberry, Lt Lilac, Maize, Lt Olive, White &  
Lt Periwinkle. XS-XXL $58 W1–W2 $68

C. KARILYNN TUNIC My go-to outfit consists of 
a beautiful tunic paired with an easy pant or the 
Tapestry leggings. It’s comfortable, elegant and 
flattering. Cotton. White/Aqua. XS-XXL $78

D. ORCHID TUNIC Lavender cotton with a gently 
textured weave. Tuxedo pleats on the bodice and 
center back release to a romantic flounce with a 
relaxed silhouette. Cotton. Lavender. XS–XXL $78

it ’s tunic time 
and we’ve got  

the leggings to match!

tunic only $68!
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A. ROSALIE DRESS A signature print for the season. 
Sumptuous blooms of purple, plum and amethyst are 
absolutely mesmerizing as absorbed by the depth of the 
teal rayon ground. Cotton/Rayon. Teal. XS–XXL $78 
W1–W2 $88

B. JOSEPHINE DRESS Butterfly shoulder, shaped bodice, 
sweetheart neckline; this vintage inspired dress would be 
equally lovely for bridal party sweetness as for summer fun 
at the shore. Cotton. Fuchsia. XS–XXL $78

C. WATER GARDEN DRESS Soothing earth tones bring 
beautiful balance to this striking design. Butterfly shoulder, 
shaped bodice, sweetheart neckline. Rayon. Ecru.  
XS–XXL $88

D. NELLIE DOT SUNDRESS Express your joy with fun 
loving polka dots! The perfect, easy option for all your 
seasonal adventures. Rayon. Ecru/Red. XS–XXL $58

E. JADE DOT DRESS A sweet wrap dress that’s almost too 
delicious for words! You’ll absolutely love this flattering 
shape and summer ready color–not to mention the twirl 
happy, flounced gussets. Fabulous! Cotton. Green Dot.  
XS–XXL $98 (shown with Fab Shoe p. 11)

E

D

A

B

C

style notes
wrap dress, pretty flounce, 
pin dot fabric, paired with 

our “Fab” shoes!

happy summer sunnies
for summer’s sunny days

W
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A. MORNING COVER UP Pretty-up your world while 
choosing to support women loving companies like ours! An 
heirloom inspired design of allover embroidered net and 
lace. Stunning. Cotton/Nylon/Linen. Available in Dusty 
Rose, Smoke & White. XS–XXL $78 (shown over Delicia 
Camisole see online)

B. SOPHIA COVER UP Made in a vintage inspired allover 
cutwork lace with the most delightful drape! Styled with 
darling pockets and pearlized buttons for an heirloom 
caliber topper. Cotton/Nylon. Ecru. XS–XXL $68  
W1–W2 $78

C. AUDREY HAT 4” Brim. Woven Ribbon. Polyester.  
By Jeanne Simmons. Imported. OS $29

D. LAISIS SHOE French inspired design, two-piece leather 
and crocheted fabric wedge with leather flower appliques. 
Hand painted leather, sequined and crochet fabric, floral 
embossed insole, antiqued hardware, covered wedge. 
Velcro closure. Padded insole. By L’Artiste. Imported.  
Size 37-41 $89.99  

E. DOVE JACKET One of our best selling and most loved 
styles! Delicate net sleeves and embroidered net hem, 
practical paneled shape with a relaxed cotton body. Cotton. 
Lilac. XS–XXL $118 (shown over Tablier T-shirt p. 60 & 
Tapestry Legging in Lt Lilac  p. 26)

F. WATER GARDEN COVER UP An artful topper to inspire 
all your life’s endeavors! A beautiful blend of signature 
florals, lace and cotton cutwork. Rayon/Cotton. MixMatch. 
XS–XXL $128 (shown with Vagabond Jean p. 38)

G. FLORAL HOUSE CHECK DRESS This makes me think 
of country fairs and summer days at the shore. A happy, 
feminine style in an energizing palette that looks great on 
every skin tone. Cotton. Green. XS–XXL $78 (shown with 
Laisis Shoe)

H. ANNA LONG COVER UP Light as a feather, our classic 
terry voile coverup is tailor made to layer over all the pretty 
dresses in the collection. Beach ready beautiful! Cotton/Rayon. 
Available in Red & White. XS –XXL $68 W1–W2 $78

style notes
raschel lace reversible to 

pure linen, cropped fit pretty ups!
cover-up would be a misnomer

A

B

A

D

C

only $68!

W

W
G

E

F

H
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A. VICTORIAN ROSE DRESS Naturally beautiful! 
Our classic pinafore design in a signature pattern for 
Spring. The Victorian Rose dress is everything you 
expect from April Cornell. Gorgeous cotton material, 
lightly gathered below the waist, and of course our 
practical patch pockets! Mommy & Me style available. 
Rayon. Pink. XS–XXL $118

B.          FRIENDLY MOMMY & ME APRONS  
A matching apron set, for you and your little one! 
Included: Friendly Farmhouse Adult Apron & Friendly 
Child Apron. SPECIAL BUNDLE PRICE $62

C. SKETCH PAISLEY TABLECLOTH A fabulous new 
creation whose hand-drawn aesthetic infuses the 
room with gentle curvatures and florets full of early 
spring promise. Cotton. Pastel. 36x36” $28 54x54” $39   
56x92” $69 88” round $98

D. FRIENDLY HONEYCOMB TABLECLOTH A 
whimsical pattern playfully channeling nature a la 
Beatrix Potter. Springtime pastels of soft aqua and 
delicate lavender come to life on a delightfully textured 
honeycomb cotton. Aqua. 36x36” $28 54x54” $59  
(shown with Friendly Tea Towel set of 2 $19.50)

E. VIVIAN TABLECLOTH Hand crafted roses inspired 
by French textiles and elegant Victorian aesthetic find 
fertile ground in signature sage. Cotton. Available in 
Sage (shown), Gold & Ecru. 36x36” $26 54x54” $39  
60x90” $59 60x108” $89 88” round in Sage & Ecru 
only $89 (shown with Vivian Cushion Cover in Sage 
$19 & Vivian Napkin in Sage set of 4 $29)

F. BEATRICE DRESS A feminine 1930’s inspired 
design in tantalizing rayon georgette. Pleats add 
balance to a stunning form highlighted by flutter 
sleeves and a layered flounce hem. Rayon. Gold.  
XS–XXL $198 (shown with Flourish shoe p. 6)

G. PINK PARADISE HAT Lovely Victorian Style with 
Split Brim in back. Back bow detail. Paper braid.  
By Jeanne Simmons. Imported. OS $29

H. GRETA GIRLS DRESS Blooming blues on crisp 
white cotton. Triple ruffle bodice with transluscent 
lace layer, fabric ties ensure a perfect fit. Cotton. Blue. 
B $64 K $74 G $84

I. VICTORIAN ROSE GIRLS DRESS As sweet as 
ice cream- or a deliciously girly strawberry parfait! 
Scrumptious roses and old fashioned ruffles are topped 
with extra yummy frills in a fully lined old fashioned 

  easter  brunch
These textiles hold so much more 

than spilled juice and bread crumbs. 
They absorb the memory of family 

and friends, and share the stories of 
our most cherished occasions.

E

D

A

B

C

style notes
georgette, self-slip, 

pleated gusset, fully 
pintucked front & 
back, flutter sleeve

moss crepe

I

F

only $26 – $89!

G

H

more bundles online!
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A. LILAC LINEN DRESS Timeless, elegant linen styled 
with our signature crochet trims and artful insets, 
highlighted by an alluringly shaped hem. Linen. Multi. 
XS–XXL $198

B. LILAC LINEN COVER UP Fragrant lilacs happily 
inform me that summer is finally here. Timeless lace set 
with stunning linen insets–the perfect topper for the 
season. Linen. Multi. XS–XXL $78

C. MARIELLE DRESS A taste of old fashioned romance. 
These pink flower dreams live in cotton embellished with 
exquisite lace. Mommy & Me style available. Rayon. Pink. 
XS–XXL $138 W1–W2 $148 (shown with Ming Cushion 
Cover in coral $22, Victorian Rose Linen Cushion $59  
& Fab Shoe p. 11)

D. FRANCESCA DRESS Exquisite craftsmanship in 
an elegant, arresting design. Artful lace embellishment 
balances a simple shape with an alluring asymetrical hem.  
Cotton. Mist. XS–XXL $118 (shown with Fab Shoe p. 11)

E. FAIRY FRIEND GIRLS DRESS Do you have a special 
little lady who is magic in your life? A layered net design 
that dances translucent and twirls to infinity.  
Nylon/Rayon. Pink. K $54 G $64

F. JASMINE GIRLS DRESS A special occasion dress 
destined to be a cherished heirloom. Magnificent 
embroidery at the waist atop a layered lace skirt trimmed 
with a beautiful bow! Nylon. Ecru. K $74 G $84

style notes
cotton gauze, applied lace, 

dotted cotton net,  
handkerchief hem

unforgettable moments E

F

D

A

B

C

twirl time!

E
F

“A thing of beauty is a joy forever.”  
–John Keats

style notes
pure linen, crochet straps, 
dropped waist, fully lined

W
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A. LOVELY DRESS A signature floral in petal soft 
pinks and mouth watering ecru. Crossover neckline 
and asymmetrical hem ensure a flattering silhouette. 
Lined. Mommy & Me style available. Cotton. Ecru. 
XS–XXL $158

B. ANNALOUISE DRESS A classic wrap inspired 
dress that’s even better than the original! Sun kissed 
pinks and mouth watering ecru. Mommy & Me 
style available. Cotton. Ecru. XS-XXL $158 (shown 
with Anna Long Cover Up p. 31 & Luxurious Linen 
Tablecloth in White see online)

C. CLOTHILDE DRESS The cat’s meow! I adore 
this cutwork cotton lace sprung to life in a darling 
shape that’s just longing for a chance to dance the 
Charleston. Cotton/Nylon. Antique. XS–XXL $138 
(shown with Boater Hat p. 4 & Fab Shoe p. 11)

D.          BLEACH BLUE LAYERED TABLE SET Layers 
of love is signature April, combined and curated 
just for you! Included: Vivian Round Tablecloth in 
Ecru, Jamavar Breakfast Cloth in Soft Blue, Marielle 
Embroided Topper Cloth in Ecru, & Vivian Napkins 
in Ecru Set of 4. SPECIAL BUNDLE PRICE $220 
(shown with  Marielle’s Embroidered Cushion $39 & 
Vivian Napkin in Ecru set of 4 $29)

E. QUEENS COURT LINEN TABLECLOTH Paisley 
motifs underpin the soul of a textile tradition dating 
back over two thousand years. Universally appealing, 
these artfully curved lines and fantastical floral forms 
speak to a special place within. Cotton/Linen. Silver. 
54x54” $98  60x90” $149  

F. LUXURIOUS LINEN JACQUARD TABLECLOTH 
These damask jacquard style textiles see our original 
designs woven in a rich linen, for a stunningly 
sophisticated, versatile effect. Cotton. Mist. 54x54” $87 
60x90” $119 60x108” $149 60x120” $159 (shown 
with Luxurious Linen Jacquard Napkin set of 4 $49 & 
Cora’s Crochet Trim Napkin in White set of 6 $29)

E

F

D

A

B

C

luxurious linen & exquisite lace

for the love of lace

get the look
Included in this bundle:

Vivian Round Tablecloth in Ecru 
Jamavar Breakfast Cloth in Soft Blue 

Marielle Embroided Topper Cloth in Ecru  
Vivian Napkins in Ecru Set of 4

a curated combination

More Bundles Available Online!
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A. SADIE COVER UP A light as air topper to pretty-up your every 
ensemble! Presenting a classic portrait collar and shaped pockets 
defined by a scintillating lurex trim. Cotton. Ecru. XS–XXL $58 
(shown with Athena Camisole p. 20 & Vagabond Jean p. 40)

B. MICHELLE TUNIC A versatile design transforms the everyday 
in an unforgettable way! Stunning linen in a simple form with 
appealing lines, embellished with a signature cutwork lace collar. 
Linen. Available in White & Pink. XS–XXL $108 (shown with 
Tapestry Legging p. 26 & French Fedora p. 23)

C. CHESTNUT CHECK CAMISOLE The perfect year round 
underpinning in an uncommon coloration. Silky smooth cotton 
subtly styled with ten tiny tuxedo pleats and a flexible full button 
back. Cotton. Brown. XS–XXL $48 (shown with Catherine  
Hat p. 11)

D. SANDY PANT A gorgeous linen pant that pairs wonderfully 
with all our cotton separates! Casual yet elegant in just the right 
way. Linen. Antique. XS–XXL $78

E. WANDERER JACKET A jacket for the discriminating sort. 
Sophisticated and casual, presenting a stunning silhouette shaped 
by alluring lines in a versatile color enhanced by agoya shell 
buttons. Linen. Available in Washed Tan & Washed Blue (p. 40).  
XS–XXL $138 (shown with Paris Twill Pant in Blush see online 
& Greta’s Garden Tablecloth under Sophia’s Embroidered Topper 
Cloth in Ecru see online)

F. LUXURIOUS LINEN JACQUARD TABLECLOTH These 
damask jacquard style textiles see our original designs woven  
in a rich linen, for a stunningly sophisticated, versatile effect.  
Cotton Linen. Ivory. 54x54” $87 60x90” $119 60x108” $149 
60x120” $159

E

F

D

A

B

C

style notes
lace collar, pure linen, 
turn-up cuff with tabs, 
wear as a tunic or shirt 

dress, so fresh!

in love with linen

our vagabond jeans  
only $89!

B
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A. SAILOR JACKET An enzyme washed 
(for sublime faded softness) cotton linen 
in a style perfectly paired with jeans and a 
tank top–or one of our signature sunnies!  
Linen. Pickle Green. XS–XXL $98 (shown 
with Delicia Camisole see online & Greta’s 
Garden Market Bag p. 14)

B. VAGABOND JEANS Soft yet durable, 
this flattering design is destined to be 
your “go-to” favorite! Cotton/Polyester/
Spandex. Dark Denim. 28–33 $89 (shown 
with Flourish Shoe p. 6)

C. INDIGO PLEATED CAMISOLE Ancient 
indigo and rippened plum in a hand drawn  
design that captivates my spirit in 
indescribable ways. Subtle details and 
magnificent craftsmanship. Cotton. Indigo.
XS–XXL $58

D.  WANDERER JACKET A jacket for the 
discriminating sort. Sophisticated and 
casual, presenting a stunning silhouette 
shaped by alluring lines in a versatile color 
enhanced by agoya shell buttons. Cotton. 
Washed Blue. XS–XXL $138

E. ARTIST LOFT TUNIC A happy accident 
of creative endeavor when the artist’s 
brush leaves traces beyond the canvas. 
Enigmatic, painterly linen draws the eye 
and uplifts the soul. If it’s you you know it. 
Linen. Multi. XS–XXL $148

F. SPEARMINT CHECK BLOUSE A crisp, 
cool summer seersucker composed in 
April’s uplifting colors and signature style. 
Buttons down the back. Cotton. Green.  
XS–XXL $48

G. CAPITANE PANT Luxurious linen is an 
elegant material manifesting innate sheen 
and delicious drape. The perfect option for 
the season and styled for an easy fit. Linen. 
White. XS–XXL $78

G

E

F

D

A
B

C

best weekend ever. your everyday - forever linen pant

best linen jacket, 
best indigo camisole 
& best vagabond jean

B
C
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A. MARSEILLE DOT BLOUSE Old fashioned romance 
revels in timeless design. Polka dot smiles on our classic 
rayon enhanced by exquisite lace insets. Back splits below 
waist. Rayon. Blue. XS–XXL $58 W1–W2 $68

B. MEDLEY DRESS Stunning new shape! A vision of our 
signature patterns blending texture and color with alluring 
angles and handkerchief points. Rayon/Cotton. MixMatch.
XS-XXL $108  

C. PORCELAIN MEADOW DRESS So very charming, 
there’s a hint of Beatrix Potter in this imaginative dress. 
A pretty patchwork creation with a cute hood (lined) and 
lovely Chinese knot buttons. Cotton. Blue/Ecru.  
XS–XXL $108

D. OCEAN GROVE SUN HAT 5” Brim. Straw braided 
design with attached lightweight blue ribbon accent.  
By Jeanne Simmons. Imported. OS $29

E. SAMPLER DRESS Based on a Mori Girl design, this 
darling style incorporates mix and match patchworks with 
layered elements in delightfully whimsical fashion.  
Rayon/Cotton. MixMatch. XS–XXL $98

F. ARTIST MAGNOLIA DRESS Inspiration appears in 
unexpected ways. Painterly linen reveals a dreamy vision 
from the artist’s brush, leaving indelible traces far beyond 
the canvas. Cotton. Multi. XS–XXL $128 W1–W2 $138

G. GLOSS SHOE Hand painted leather two-piece  
mary-jane. Round toe, adjustable strap with velcro closure, 
and leather pieced heel. Padded insole. By L’Artiste. 
Imported. 37-41 $109.99  

style notes
magnolia watercolor print, 
running stitch embroidery 
outlines plaquet & pocket, 
contrast teal cotton dobby 

hem, pure cotton

G

E

F

D

A

B

C

“She said the object and color 
in the materials around us 

actually have a physical effect 
on us, on how we feel.” 
–Florence Nightingale

W

W
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A. INDIGO WRAP JACKET Generations of 
masterful craftsmanship serve to create timeless 
designs. The unique crossover style makes for a 
flattering silhouette that can be worn as a dress 
(with boots!) or open as a gorgeous jacket. Cotton. 
Indigo. XS–XXL $138

B. INDIGO DANCE TUNIC A great new shape for 
the season in mouth watering blues and indigo. 
Classic cotton cambric designed with an alluring 
neckline framed by a light ruffle. Cotton. Indigo. 
XS–XXL $78

C. WINDOW CHECK CAMISOLE Airy cotton 
goodness makes for a heavenly underpinning. 
There’s nothing like the feel of natural fibers when 
they come in a style as pretty and practical as this! 
Cotton. White. XS–XXL $44  (shown with French 
Fedora p. 23)

D. INDIGO MEDALLION PANT A fabulous print 
in summer weight cotton. The Indigo Medallion 
is a go-anywhere style that looks super paired 
with our free flowing tunics and classic blouses. 
Cotton. Indigo. XS–XXL $78

E. POMEGRANATE FLOWER TUNIC Our eyes 
absorb the color and we sense a craft honed by 
generations of artisans. Hand blocked patterns 
composed of natural dyes in an alluring form with 
gold bead accents. Cotton. Red. XS–XXL $78

F. CLAUDIA SHOE French inspired design, hand 
painted leather thong slide with a feminine metal 
button. Contrast stitch detail, cork wrapped 
wedge. Padded insole. By L’Artiste. Imported.  
Size 37–41  $89.99

G. GLENDORA SANDAL French inspired 
design, hand painted leather cross-band with 
antique finished metal buttons. Elasticized strap, 
geometric embossed design, contrast stitch detail. 
Padded insole. By L’Artiste. Imported.  
Size 37–41  $89.99

naturally beautiful
A craft honed by generations!  

Hand blocked patterns using natural  
dyes & traditional techniques

G

E

F

D

A

B

C

natural dyes
indigo
turmeric
hibiscus
pomegranate
ochre

indigo
turmeric
pomegranate
ochre

indigo

turmeric
pomegranate
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A. INDIGO DANCE DRESS A timeless Indian inspired motif in 
mouth watering blues and indigo. A signature April style and a 
classic spring fashion! Cotton. Indigo. XS–XXL $98  (shown with 
French Fedora p. 23 & Fab Shoe p. 11)

B. INDIGO MEDALLION SUNDRESS A gorgeous summer 
‘sunny’ in our free flowing, breathable rayon. A classic Indian 
inspired motif composed of rich blues and deep indigo. Yum. 
Cotton. Indigo. XS–XXL $88 (shown with Lacey Short Sleeve 
T-Shirt in White see online &  Flourish shoe p. 6)

C. INDIGO WILDFLOWER BLOUSE Tops like this are true 
textile treasures. Shades of beautiful blue convey artistry in 
it’s most versatile form. Alluring crossover neckline, flattering 
shape. Cotton. Indigo. XS–XXL $78 W1–W2 $88

D. INDIGO WILDFLOWER TURBAN Fifties inspired 
headscarves channel glamorous style and embody a 
sophisticated aesthetic. They are one size fits all and designed 
with an enclosed elastic at the back for a comfy fit. Cotton. 
Indigo. OS $29

E. HOBO LEGGING Super comfy cotton jersey leggings made 
extra special by an artful mix of our favorite fabrics for the 
season. Cotton/Spandex. Available in Blue & Pink. XS–XXL $58

F. INDIGO WILDFLOWER JUMPSUIT So vibrant and feminine, 
the Indigo Wildflower jumpsuit exists as a fun loving, one of a 
kind design drawn from our dreams! Super lightweight cotton 
voile saturated with an unmistakeable April pattern. Cotton. 
Indigo. XS–XXL $98  (shown with Ocean Grove Sun Hat p. 43)

style notes
buttons at shoulder, 

crochet trim, button on 
belt, indigo block print

E

F

D

A

B

C

ochre

indigo

indigoindigo

indigo

D

W
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B

Name

Street

City          State  Zip

Email   

Phone (required)

  ITEM NAME                 SIZE              COLOR                         QTY     PRICE EACH ITEM                           TOTAL

 

PAYMENT METHOD:               American Express    Master Card        VISA                DISCOVER                    CHECK/MONEY ORDER (see below) 
   

 

Account Number                                          

 

*Security #                                        Exp. Date (mm/yy)  
      

/

SIGNATURE FOR ALL CHARGES

I’ve enclosed a check or money order for... 
$____________________ 
No C.O.D. please.

  APRIL CORNELL ORDER FORM  

Standard shipping & handling rates: Contiguous United States

Merchandise Total
Delivery In
0–25.00
25.01–50.00
50.01–100.00
100.01–150.00
150.01–200.00
200.01–300.00
300.01-400.00
400.01 or more

*For standard shipping & handling rates to Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico, please visit our website.

Lowest cost via Surepost 
4-9 Business Days
$6.70
$8.70
$12.45
$16.45
$19.45
$22.45
$26.35
FREE

Standard Cost via UPS 
2-6 Business Days
$9.70
$11.70
$15.45
$19.45
$22.45
$25.45
$29.35
$32.35

Two-Day Air
2 Business Days
$21.70
$23.70
$27.45
$31.45
$34.45
$37.35
$41.35
$44.35

Next Day Air
1 Business Day
$26.70
$28.70
$32.45
$36.45
$39.45
$42.35
$46.35
$49.35

*     The 3-digit number is located on the back of the card at the end of the signature line. 
       AMEX 4-digit number is located on the front of the card above the card number. 
**   Add in local taxes if applicable.  

Size
Chest
Waist
Hip

Ladies Collection

6-8/XS
34-36
27-28 
36-37

8-10/S
36-38
29-30 
38-39

10-12/M
38-40
31-32 
40-41

12-14/L
40-42
33-34 
42-43

14-16/XL
42-44
35-36 
44-45

16-18/XXL
44-46
37-38
46-47

Women’s Plus Size Collection 

Size
Chest
Waist
Hip

18-20/W1
48-50
41-42
50-51 

20-22/W2
52-54
45-46 
54-55

W

* Actual garments measure slightly larger. 
* All sizing based on US sizing & measured in inches. 
        indicates plus size

2
2-3 years
22-24
21.5 or 22.5 
23

3/4
4-5 years
24-26
24.5 or 27 
27.5

5/6
6-7 years
26-28
28 or 30.5 
31

7/8
8-9 years
28-30
32 or 34.5 
35

9/10
10-11 years
30-32
33 or 35.5  
36

11/12
12-13 years
32-34
34 or 36.5 
37

Girls Collection 

Size 
Age 
Chest 
Dress Length 
Petticoats

SHIPPING COST (see chart)

SALES TAX   
(if applicable)

** Add 5.5% in ME 
** Add 6.35% in CT
** Add 7% in GA & NC 
** Add 7% in NJ & VT (linens only)
** Add 8.25 in TX
** Add 8.5% in WA
** Add 8.75% in CA & NY

ORDER TOTAL

NEED HELP PLACING AN ORDER? 
 
Online or By Phone Visit us online at www.aprilcornell.com or give 
us a call at 888-332-7745 (Monday – Friday: 8:30am – 9:00pm EDT). 
 

Live Chat Visit us online at www.aprilcornell.com and click the  
live chat button! If we’re not there, you can leave us a message. 
 

By Mail Send this form with personal information including credit card 
information, check or money order to: 

April Cornell 
131 Battery Street 
Burlington, VT 05401

Shipping Details Orders ship within 48 hours of order placement 
& we cannot guarantee changes once submitted. Orders do not ship on 
Saturday, Sunday or holidays.  

RETURNS & EXCHANGES 
 
Return Policy Merchandise must be returned unused, unwashed, 
and in original condition with tags attached. Please include packing slip/
receipt or order confirmation. If packing slip or order confirmation is not 
available, please provide your name and contact information on a piece 
of paper with your return. If merchandise is damaged or has a quality 
issue, please contact Customer Service at 888-332-7745 before returning. 
Please allow 2-3 weeks to process your return. 
 
Current Seasons Items Current Season merchandise returned 
within 30 days of receipt for a full refund of the purchase price, to the 
original form of payment used. 
 
Exchanges Send item(s) within 30 days of receipt to April Cornell 
Returns, 131 Battery Street, Burlington, VT 05401. Please include the 
bottom portion of the packing slip with the item and indicate the 
item number, description and size (if applicable) of item you would 
like to exchange.

A. WATERCOLOR TEA TOWELS Whether you call them 
hand towels, dish cloths, or tea towels, these uniquely 
charming (and practical!) textiles deliver a delightful splash 
of color and texture to the heart of your kitchen. Shown from 
left to right: Humming Bird Tea Towel, Tulips Tea Towel, 
Beautiful Blooms Tea Towel & Tea Party Watercolor Towel. 
Cotton. 19x27” $18 

B. FRAISE DRESS A classic jumper is the sweetest spring 
fashion! A woven cotton chambray that’s almost too delightful 
for words, inverted pleats and side seam pockets. Cotton. 
Pink/Ecru. XS–XXL $98

C. FRAISE TUNIC A yarn dyed stripe in soft cotton projects 
the subtle beauty of natural fabrics and the gentle laundering 
of sun faded hues. Slight curvature to the hem. Cotton.  
Pink/Ecru. XS–XXL $88 W1–W2 $98 (shown with Tapestry 
Legging p. 26)

D. FRENCH STRIPE PANT Artful designs honoring 
traditional small batch craftsmanship from a woman run, 
woman owned company. This cotton stripe presents a 
stunning style whose airy nature entices you to embrace the 
season. Cotton. Available in Pink/Ecru (shown) & Blue/Ecru. 
XS–XXL $78 (shown with Window Check Camisole p. 45)

 make every day  a vacation 
D

A

C W

 with these easy travel styles
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A. PINK SKY DRESS It takes a team of dedicated women and 
men to create original, limited production designs like this. 
A special style highlighted by an embroidered placket and a 
relaxed summer silhouette. Cotton. Lavender. XS–XXL $108

B. LAVANDE DRESS A variegated textured stripe in a  
soothing color way, crafted from the softest Indian cotton. 
Wonderful. Cotton. Lavender. XS–XXL $98 (shown with 
French Fedora p. 23)

SUNSUITS Frolick to your heart’s content in one of our vintage 
inspired ‘sun suits’! Masterfully crafted in a signature print and 
paired with a cute matching short. Last one in is a rotten egg! 
Cotton. XS–XXL $88  
C. EVIE EYELET White. (shown with French Fedora p. 23 & 
Dottie Pants in Coral p. 59) 
D. BASKET ROSE SUNSUIT Green. (shown with Basket Rose 
Turban OS $29) 
E. DOTTIE SUNSUIT Mommy & Me style available. Red.  
(shown with Boater Hat p. 4 & Dottie Turban OS $29)

style notes
cotton eyelet, pom-pom 

detail on shorts, adjustable 
straps, zip closure, self 
scallop detail on neck

E

D

A

B

C

C

1920s playsuits
Ooh la la!

sunsuit tops can be  
worn seperately!

C
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A. VIVIAN TABLECLOTH If you love the classics, then the 
Vivian in gold will have you falling head over heels. Hand 
drawn roses blossom from a joyous gold ground and bear 
astonishing pink hued blooms. Cotton. Available in Gold 
(shown), Ecru & Sage. 54x54” $39 60x90” $59 (shown with 
Essential Napkins in Aqua set of 4 $24)

B. POET CAMISOLE Lyrical by nature with a feminine 
peekaboo lace construction set atop a simple, beautiful 
shape. Cotton. Ecru. XS–XXL $69

C. FIESTA STRIPE SKIRT The simple pleasure of stripes 
has the unmitigated, unparalelled power to make me 
happy! A sunbow of summer color in a fabulously full 
skirt. Elastic waist at center back, side zip. Cotton. Multi. 
XS–XXL $98 

D. CORAL FLORAL DRESS Old fashioned romance revels 
in timeless design. Radiate happiness in a classic style 
artfully enhanced by exquisite lace insets. Rayon. Coral. 
XS–XXL $138 

E.          VIVIAN GOLD RUNNER NAPKIN BUNDLE  
A gorgeous set, curated just for you! Included: Vivian  
Gold Runner & Vivian Napkins in Gold set of 4.   
SPECIAL BUNDLE PRICE $52

F. SIESTA WOVEN TABLECLOTH A fully embroidered 
masterwork showcasing a selection of scintillating  
South American motifs. Por favor! Cotton woven.  
Multi. 52x52” $89

make your nest the very best!
Inimitable color presents an offer of hospitality

E

F

D

A

B
C

more bundles online!
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A. FRUIT BASKET PORCH DRESS 
Guaranteed to engender smiles from 
passerbys and make your heart full! I’m 
smitten by vibrant color, and I think it’s 
wonderfully expressed in our classic 
summer sundress. Mommy & Me style 
available. Cotton. Red Check. XS–XXL $98 
W1–W2 $108 (shown with Boater Hat p. 4)

B. FLORAL HOUSE CHECK DRESS This 
makes me think of country fairs and summer 
days at the shore. A happy, feminine style 
in an energizing palette that looks great on 
every skin tone. Cotton. Green. XS–XXL $78 
(shown with Laisis Shoe p. 30 & Fruit Basket 
Cushion Cover $22)

C. SPEARMINT CHECK DRESS A crisp, 
cool summer seersucker composed in 
April’s uplifting colors and signature style. 
Vibrant embroidery on the bodice enhances 
an appealing shape of striking yet simple 
beauty. Cotton. Green. XS–XXL $88 (shown 
with Vivian Market Bag p. 14)

D. DOTTIE PORCH DRESS A sweet cotton 
sunny in a style that looks great on everyone! 
Detailed with delicious crochet insets and 
inverted pleats below the waist for a flattering 
silhouette. Cotton. Red. XS–XXL $78  
W1–W2 $88 (shown with Fab Shoe p. 11)

E. APPLE PIE CHECK DRESS A cheer 
inducing check we’ve paired with pretty dots 
in an alluringly versatile shape. Note the 
fabulous fabric covered buttons and contrast 
trim! Cotton. Red. XS–XXL $78

F. DINA DRESS A summer sky plaid in the 
softest cotton you’ll ever know! Delicate 
embroidered trim around the neckline and 
scoop pockets, contrast print inside the cuff, 
button up tab on the sleeve. Mommy & Me 
style available. Cotton. Blue Check. XS–XXL 
$88 (shown with Delicate Camisole p. 20, 
Vagabond Jean p. 40 & Catherine Hat p. 11)

G. DINA GIRLS DRESS Sweet and simple 
with the precious details we never get 
enough of! A creation of delicate crochet 
trims and bubblegum ready pockets. Cotton. 
Blue Check. B $34 K $44 G $54

H. FRUIT BASKET GIRLS DRESS A joyfully 
delicious print on a summer ready yarn dyed 
plaid celebrates girlhood in the best possible 
way–note the bubble gum ready patch 
pockets! Cotton. Red. B $44 K $54 G $64

I. APPLE PIE GIRLS DRESS Country fairs, 
fried dough and the precious innocence 
of April’s Apple Pie girls dress! Vintage 
inspired gingham in a classic sundress 
design with extra special touches. Cotton. 
Red. B $34 K $44 G $54

J. STRAWBERRY GIRLS DRESS Delectable 
strawberries in a charming shape that’s 
perfect for play, day, or school. Darling sailor 
collar embellished with solid tape trims and 
ties, light gathers below the waist and solid 
red ties for a just right fit. Cotton. Navy.  
B $34 K $44 G $54

G

E
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style notes
gingham check, shoulder 

buttons, tab pocket, 
embroidered bodice

F

W

mad for plaid
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A. JAMAVAR TABLECLOTH Beloved paisley 
patterns engage the mind and stimulate the 
spirit through their wondrous shapes and 
colors. A stunning seasonal interpretation. 
Cotton. Available in Red (shown), Soft Blue & 
Green. 54x54” $39 60x90” $59

B. PRAIRIE TABLECLOTH You can 
practically smell the yarrow and astor, the 
hyssop and milkweed. These wildflowers 
kindle precious memories in me and offer 
gifts beyond riches. Cotton. Blue. 54x54” $39 
60x90” $57 (shown with Pairie Napkins in 
Blue set of 4 $29)

C. PICNIC PATCHWORK TABLECLOTH 
Beautiful blues overflowing with easy 
summertime charm! A pretty blend of plaid, 
embroidery and old fashioned ticking stripes. 
Cotton. Blue. 54x54” $98

D.          PICNIC PATCHWORK LAYERED 
TABLE SET Layers of love is signature April, 
combined and curated just for you! Included: 
Jamavar Red Dining Cloth, Fruit Basket 
Breakfast Cloth, Zinnia Runner & Jamavar 
Red Napkin Set of 4. ($23 in savings!) 
SPECIAL BUNDLE PRICE $140

E. GREENHOUSE TUNIC The inherent joy 
of color captured by a simple check creation. 
Delicious cotton gingham front and back, 
embellished by embroidered accents and 
floral carved buttons. Cotton. Mix Match. 
XS–XXL $88 (shown with Tapestry Legging 
in White p. 26, Gloss Shoe p. 43 & Fruit Basket 
Tablecloth p. 4)

F. FRUIT BASKET GIRLS BLOUSE  
Combine one cup joie de vivre, a dollop of 
innocent Fifties flirtation, and a generous 
splash of fun loving French flair for this TOO 
tasty recipe guaranteed to make your heart 
full! Cotton. Red Check. K $36 G $46

G. SWEETIE GIRLS LEGGING A sweet little 
everyday pant- so nice and simple but with 
the fun detail of an exaggerated flounce at 
the bottom. Rayon/Lycra. Available in Red  
& Yellow. K $28 G $38

H. NELLIE DOT JACKET Express your joy 
through fun loving polka dots! Delightfully 
drapeful rayon crepe presents the perfect 
option for all your seasonal adventures!  
Rayon. Ecru/Red. XS–XXL $98 (shown  
with Vagabond Jean p. 40)

only
$28!

E
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style notes
emroidered birds, contrast 

check back, scoop hem

We believe in the long term, that we are shepherds  
of the present & nurturers of the future.

–April

G

H

G

get the look
Included in this bundle:

Jamavar Red Dining Cloth in Red, Fruit 
Basket Breakfast Cloth, Zinnia Runner,  

& Jamavar Red Napkin Set of 4

a curated combination

More Bundles Available Online!
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A. HAILEY GIRLS DRESS So old fashioned! So turn of 
the century! The Hailey girls dress is inspired by the kind 
of patchwork home made dresses women once carefully 
crafted from recycled flour sacks. Cotton. MixMatch.  
K $58 G $68

B. CHLOE GIRLS DRESS Lightweight voile and cool cotton 
gingham in a gentle buttercup coloring. The Chloe is an old 
time design destined for all the fun in the world! Cotton. 
Butter. K $38 G $48 (shown with Sweetie Girls Legging  
in Yellow p. 57)

C. CLOUD TUNIC A fingertip length tunic that’s artfully 
styled with an appealing sweetheart neckline cinched  
by a cross stitch detail on the bodice. Rayon. Sky.  
XS–XXL $68 W1–W2 $78 

D. FAVORITE CHINO PANT Such a cute shape in classic, 
sun loving color ways. Crisp summer poplin, with a splash 
of lycra for a great stretch. Cotton/Elastane. Available in 
Periwinkle, Gold & Pink. Size 28–33 $89 

E. BEATRICE BLOUSE A touch of vintage sets this blouse 
apart while an alluring shape makes this the perfect 
complement for all manner of work and play. Split back 
below waist. Rayon. Gold. XS–XXL $68 

F. WATERCOLOR TSHIRT Sumptuous softness meets 
sublime texture–a too rare combination of comfort and 
style in a limited production style. White. Cotton. Shown 
top to bottom: Humming Bird T-Shirt & Beautiful Blooms 
T-Shirt. XS–XXL $68

 G. GAYLE TUNIC Every day elegance from April Cornell. 
Feather light self striped cotton, exquisite tone on tone 
embroidery, and mini agoya shell buttons for an added 
splash of sparkle. Cotton. White. XS–XXL $78

H. DELILAH BLOUSE Sumptuous softness meets sublime 
texture–a too rare combination of comfort and style in a 
limited production design. Cotton. White. XS–XXL $74

I. POLKA DOTTIE PANT Love Love Love this lightweight 
twill fabric! The Polka Dottie pant boasts a tapered design 
that’s just as comfortable as it is easy (crafted with a  
splash of flexible Lycra for the perfect amount of stretch) 
and savors the special feminine flair of nifty 50’s era polka 
dots. Cotton/Elastane. Available in Coral & Blue. Size 
28–33 $89

G
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kindred kids!

kindred spirits • in favorite tops & charming polka dottie pants

I

H
I

D

F

style notes
georgette, art deco  

inspired print, split 
back below waist

april’s watercolor tees!
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A. SWEET FLOWER JUMPSUIT So vibrant and 
feminine, the Sweet Flower jumpsuit springs to life as a 
funloving, one of a kind design drawn straight from our 
dreams! Lightweight summer crepe saturated with an 
unmistakeable April pattern. Rayon. Purple. XS–XXL $98 
(shown with Day Dream Honeycomb Market Bag in fuchsia 
p. 14) 

B. MARSEILLE DOT JUMPSUIT Super lightweight cotton 
voile saturated with an unmistakeable April pattern. A 
one of a kind design drawn from our dreams. Rayon. Blue. 
XS–XXL $98

C. GLORIOUS GARDEN TEA TOWEL SET Making it easy 
to mix and match for a colorful kitchen and bundled for a 
special price! Includes: Ming Tea Towel in Coral, Water 
Lily Tea Towel in Yellow & Jamavar Tea Towel in Green. 
SPECIAL BUNDLE PRICE $49 

D. HOT HOUSE TEA TOWEL SET Summer is finally here 
with this colorful collection of tea towels. Just in time to 
brighten up your cooking space! Includes: Day Dream Tea 
Towel in Fuchsia, Vivian Tea Towel in Gold & Water Lily 
Tea Towel in Turquoise. SPECIAL BUNDLE PRICE $49

E. TABLIER TSHIRT Casual comfort with a dash of 
elegance! Slub shot cotton jersey marked by a magnificent 
drape and delicious feel. Embroidered net hem, practical 
pockets for all of life’s necessities! Cotton. Available in 
Rasberry, White & Teal. XS–XXL $48

E

E

B

C

“I found I could say 
things with color &  

shapes that I couldn’t say 
any other way – things I 

had no words for.” 
–Georgia O’Keeffe

A

Our eyes land on the same bloom, notice the same 
colors, and our mouths smile at similar stories. 
We love art, artfulness, home, and hominess. We 
like to make our nest the very best- full of song, art, 
and beauty. 
We circle the word joy and let the day fill us up. 
We love life and all of its confounding, mysterious 
beauty. We see that beauty in the common place, 
common action, common grace. 
We honor and understand thoughtful daily actions 
and we also appreciate what leaves us silent and 
in awe. We believe in the long term, not just the 
ephemeral, and that we are shepherds of the 
present and nurturers of the future. We know we 
make a difference. We know we are beautiful. We 
feel good together. We share the same laughter and 
cry the same tears. 
Honey, we are kindred spirits.
All the best each and every day and thank you for 
sharing your time with us.

                                                                            —April xx

sisters, cousins,  & ,friends

D

E
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A. HADLEY PAJAMA A delightfully cute 
cotton ensemble for the woman who only feels 
comfortable in natural cotton. Crochet trims, 
patch pockets, and a signature spring print. 
Cotton. Pink. XS–XXL $88 (shown with Ming 
Throw $98 )

B. FRANCAIS NIGHTY A deliciously 
lightweight cotton creation with a 
sumptuous texture and a timeless French 
stripe. Embroidered neckline, asymetrical 
handkerchief hem. Cotton. Blue/Ecru.  
XS–XXL $88

C. PRAIRIE QUILT You can practically 
smell the yarrow and astor, the hyssop and 
milkweed. These wildflowers kindle precious 
memories in me and offer gifts beyond riches. 
Cotton. Yellow. 90x90” $279 90x108” $299 
(shown with Prairie Pillowcase $29, Marielle’s 
Emb Cushion $39, Prairie Crochet Cushion 
Cover $22 & Rose Nouveau Linen cushion $59)

D. BETTE NIGHTY A subtly striped, delightful 
cotton seersucker that’s so incredibly feather 
soft it can be called heavenly. Exquisitely 
embroidered and styled with gentle gathers. 
Cotton. Dawn Blue. XS–XXL $68 (shown with 
Picnic Patchwork Quilt $299–329 )

E. BELLE FLOWER NIGHTY A one of a kind 
cotton nighty guarantees restful nights and 
languorous mornings! Scrolling embroideries 
dance across inset lace while gathers below 
the true waist ensure a free flowing silhouette. 
Cotton. Ecru. XS–XXL $88 W1–W2 $98

F. FORGET ME NOT NIGHTY Airy cotton 
goodness is a dream filled delicacy. Note the 
cute sleepy time pocket with embroidered 
edge! Cotton. Blue/White. XS–XXL $68

G. CUSHIONS & CUSHION COVERS A 
gorgeous accent cushion adds a dose of 
cheerful color to your home! Shown from left to 
right: Fruit Basket Cushion Cover 20x20” $22, 
Zinnia Bouquet Cushion Cover 20x20” $24, 
Picnic Patchwork Cushion Cover 20x20” $39, 
Dixie Emb Cushion 12x18” $49, Delilah Emb 
Cushion 20x20” $39 & Vivian Cushion Cover 
20x20” $19
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style notes
prairie reversible 

bedding, pure cotton, 
velvet scalloped edge

W
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A. CHRISTINA HALF SLIP An exceptionally 
well made garment boasting all the special 
April details you love. Cotton. Ivory. XS–XXL 
$68 (shown with Poet Camisole p. 20)

B. ADELINE SLIP The perfect slip for 
layering under lightweight dresses- an 
essential underpinning for a well functioning 
wardrobe. Available in Ecru (shown) & White. 
XS–XXL $58 W1–W2 $68

C. SHORTALOONS A-D-O-R-A-B-L-E!  
A sweet adaptation of our popular Victorian 
inspired pantaloon pants. Perfect for 
layering under a dress and scrumptiously 
comfy for curling up with a good book. 
Mommy & Me style available. Cotton.  
White. XS–XXL $58 (shown with Delicate 
Camisole p. 20)

D. MARISSA LONG SLIP The perfect slip 
for layering under lightweight dresses, an 
essential underpinning for a well functioning 
wardrobe. Rayon. Ecru. XS–XXL $59 (shown 
with Felicity’s Flowers Throw $98 & Cozy 
Cushion Cover in Natural $49)

E. ANGLAISE GIRLS BLOUSE This top half 
of our vintage inspired play suit channels all 
the fun and twinkly eyed sass of that darling 
girl. Free flowing cotton enhanced by an 
eyelet collar and attached flounce. Cotton. 
Available in Soft Pink & White. B $26 G $36

F. GIRLS SHORTALOONS Shirley Temple’s 
inimitable cheer springs to mind every time 
I think of a little one parading about in these 
free flowing, eyelet trimmed cuties. Cotton. 
Available in White & Soft Pink. B $24 G $34

G. CAMALOON I’m so glad you love this 
style! A quirky cross between a camisole 
and a pantaloon, the Camaloon is everything 
you wished underpinnings could be and 
more! Fabulous under one of our back porch 
dresses and great for sleeping. Made in 100% 
breathable cotton voile. Available in Soft 
Pink & White.XS–XXL $79
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underpinnings
the precious things that make us smile

only $79!
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A. BONITA NIGHTY Timeless linen has a recognizable 
drape and sheen that speaks for itself. A simple shape 
trimmed with our signature crochet lace and polished 
mother of pearl buttons. Cotton. White. XS–XXL $78

B. CHLOE NIGHTY Named for my darling new 
granddaughter (congratulations Lee and Jess!). Feather 
soft cotton in a butter ground detailed with crochet trim, 
delicate pintucks, and baby pleats. Cotton. Butter.  
XS–XXL $78 (shown with Ming Runner $29)

C. CAMELLIA NIGHTY Anon, fair maiden! Revel in the 
romantic notions of times long past. Renaissance neckline 
adorned with astonishing tone on tone floral embroidery 
masterfully framed by delicate crochet trims. Cotton. 
White. XS–XXL $78 W1–W2 $88 (shown with Lilah Linen 
Cushion $59)

D. DELICATE NIGHTYA sublime nighty. Trimmed at the 
neckline with lovely inset lace and detailed on the bodice 
with tiny pintucks set atop light gathers. Heavenly. Cotton. 
Ecru. XS–XXL $68 (shown with Vivian Throw $98)

E. SWEET GEORGIA NIGHTY A deliciously charming 
hand drawn floral featuring pink and yellow roses on an 
antiqued ecru ground. Inset lace accents and trims.  
Cotton. Ecru. XS–XXL $78 (shown with Prairie Hopsack 
Cushion Cover $24)

F. MING QUILT Our signature designs would be 
impossible to create without our visionary team of female 
designers and phenomenal technical artists. Thank you 
for supporting this craft and for keeping a worthwhile 
tradition alive. Cotton. Coral. 90x90” $279 90x108” $299 
(shown with Ming Pillowcase $29, Greta’s Garden Crochet 
Cushion Cover $22 & Siesta Cushion $29)

style notes
pure cotton voile ming 
quilt, reverses to polka 

dot, trimmed with cotton 
velvet scallop, LOVE!
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treat yourself
at the end of the day

girlfriends • sisters • crafternoons • kindred spirits • cousins •       a cup of tea • a chat • hanging out together • joy • long walks

our nighties take  
you to a quiet place
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GET SOCIAL WITH US

Shown left to right: DELICATE CAMISOLE (p.20) & DOTTIE BLOOMER $39, 
POET CAMISOLE (p.20) & SWEET GEORGIA BLOOMER $39,  
DELICIA CAMISOLE (see online) & SKETCH PAISLEY BLOOMER $39

kindred spirits


